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Abstract 
WEB based learning today is being widely used in almost every educational facility [2, 3]. In the last 
years, all conceivable use cases that need to be carried out in such a teaching mode have been 
defined and the features a modern educational web site needs to offer are very clear. One of the most 
important aspects of such distant learning is the data exchange between students and teachers. 

In this paper, we analyze several practical scenarios for such exchange of files where students apply 
their theoretical knowledge for solving practical tasks. More specifically, we discuss so-called 
"myFiles", "Group Lockers", "Project", "Authoring Room", "File Exchange" and "Course Diary" 
paradigms.  

MyFiles is a system that allows each student to upload files into a personal internet repository where 
the files become available for a teacher. 

Group Lockers and Project are usage scenarios that allow uploading data and making it available for a 
teacher, by a group of students. 

The Authoring Room scenario provides an environment for online collaborative authoring of textual 
documents.  

The File Exchange scenario deals with a structured internet repository that can be accessed and 
edited by a big number of students. 

The Course diary is a list of tasks that are supposed to be accomplished by students throughout the 
course. The definition of tasks may significantly vary, but generally each task requires performing 
certain elements of a database application design, for example, developing a database schema, 
proving that the database schema is in particular normal form, implementing a database transaction, 
etc. 

The goal in this research work is to describe the architecture, and specify data uploading functionality 
of a modern Learning Management System (LMS). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
A Learning Management System (LMS) is the primary system needed in a university to progress 
towards incorporating e-learning in its curriculum. Generally, an LMS provides basic functionality 
needed by teachers and students during the teaching/learning process. More specifically, an LMS may 
be seen as a repository of training materials coupled with advanced communicational features. 

If we analyze LMS as a structured collection of training materials, it is easy to see that the data flows 
in both directions: 

• teachers upload materials that immediately become available, can be downloaded, annotated 
and discussed by students. 

• at the same time students implement so-called training assignments and upload them to the 
system where the assignments may be commented and evaluated by teachers. 

There are several different LMS available today; the LMS offer different data uploading scenarios that 
are suitable for a particular training context.  

In this paper, different data uploading scenarios and conceptual solutions available in modern LMS 
are discussed. The focus lies on data uploading scenarios suitable for blended learning in a modern 
university. 
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TU Graz TeachCenter is an innovative LMS that is used at Graz University of Technology, Austria for 
several years. Currently the system supports about 1500 individual courses and more than 20000 
users. Normally, about 400 users are concurrently online. 

Historically, almost all the courses at the Graz University of Technology are accompanied with 
practical work where students apply their theoretical knowledge for solving practical tasks. Thus, many 
teachers request students to implement special assignments (small training projects) and submit them 
for an evaluation to get a final course mark. The context for doing such practical exercises differs 
significantly from one course to another. 

Students may work in groups or individually, topic and requirements can be defined for a whole course 
or for each particular assignment/project. Some assignments require additional materials provided by 
a teacher for each project, some assignments are programming sources that may be automatically 
executed, some assignments are textual files that may be checked for plagiarism, etc. 

2 DATA UPLOADING SCENARIOS 

2.1 "MY FILES" scenario 
The so-called "My Files" scenario is the most simple and obvious data uploading paradigm.  Each 
student automatically gets an individual protected memory space where she can upload data in the 
form of files. There are some aspects of this scenario that must be especially mentioned: 

• The uploading process must be as easy as possible for end-users, in TeachCenter files are 
uploaded simply by selection a file or by means of a drag/drop operation.  

• Individual files may be commented by the student and/or by the teacher. 

• Individual files may be evaluated by a teacher, and the results are visible for students. 

 
Figure 1. Files of a particular student 

2.2 "Group Locker" Scenario 
A "Group Locker" is a named memory space protected by a special key (Password). Anyone knowing 
the password may access and upload files into the group locker. Normally, students are requested to 
create lockers themselves. Names of the lockers are used to identify content. For example, lockers 
are often named "Group ...", "Project ..." etc. Lockers may be combined into so-called folders, 
normally, teachers define folders, and students create lockers in such folders. Similar to the "My Files" 
scenario: 

• Files can be uploaded using different tools - file select window, drag/drop window, browser of 
the local files. 

• Individual files may be commented by students and/or by teacher. 

• Individual files may be evaluated by a teacher, and the results are visible for students. 
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Optionally, Group Lockers provide communicational facilities, thus a group locker may keep e-mail 
addresses of a number of students and send notification to them in case of predefined events such as 
"locker is commented", "file is uploaded", "file is evaluated", etc. 

 
Figure 2. Group Lockers 

Additionally, to simple uploading of files into group lockers, lockers may be synchronized with cloud 
repositories of files. For example, a particular locker may be synchronized with a DropBox folder, and 
latest versions of the files will be available via the locker. This method allows reusing all the 
sophisticated data uploading/authoring tools of cloud services for working with files in LMS [9]. 

2.3 "Project" Scenario 
The "Project" scenario is rather similar to the "Locker" scenario. The difference is that "project" 
memory space is available for a predefined list of students which are called project members in this 
context. 

"Projects" are supposed to be created by teachers. During creation, each "Project" requires to define a 
title, short description and a maximum number of project members. There is a special procedure of 
registration for a project. Consequently, any student subscribed for a particular course, may select a 
project and register as a project member while there is still a free place.  

Essentially, "Projects" incorporate files of two different types, there are so-called teacher files that can 
be uploaded only by teachers, and cannot be modified/deleted by the project members. Normally, 
such teacher files contain information necessary for the students to develop the project. Project 
members work with another type of files that are called project files. 

Registered project members may access teacher files and project files; they may upload, modify and 
delete project files. 

Similar to previous cases, project files: 

• may be commented by project members and/or by teacher. 

• may be evaluated by a teacher, and results are visible for project members. 

There is also a special messaging mechanism where e-mails may be broadcasted to all project 
members. 

2.4 "Authoring Room" Scenario 
In this case, students create named memory spaces that are similar to the previously discussed 
"Projects". Such spaces are called "Authoring rooms". Students register for authoring rooms and 
become members of such rooms as in previous scenario. 

Members of authoring rooms may upload or create new textual documents that are accessible for all 
members. The documents may be concurrently edited by the room members via one out of a number 
cloud services, such as Etherpad or Google Docs. The "Authoring Room" scenario can be effectively 
used in cases when a particular document or documents need to be collaboratively authored by a 
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number of students, and the teacher wants to see the process in progress, and individual contributions 
done by each student. 

 
Figure 3. Authoring Room 

Additionally, to comment on a particular file, evaluation of a file and e-mail exchange between 
members of an authoring room, the system provides converting the file into different formats, and 
exporting the resultant files into other components of the LMS, for example, into previously mentioned 
"Group Lockers". 

2.5 "File Exchange" Scenario 
All the previously discussed data uploading scenarios are based on a protected memory space 
allocated for some students and hidden from other students. It is easy to see that rather often files 
uploaded by some students need to be available for other students. For example, projects or essays 
may be commented by other students; students may develop further follow-up and chained 
documents, etc. 

The common memory space allocated for such uploading scenarios is structured in a usual file 
management way as folders, sub-folders and files residing in such folders. Any student subscribed for 
the course, may upload personal files into existing folders where the files become available for 
downloading by other students. 

 
Figure 4. File Exchange 

Uploaded files may be commented by students and teachers as well as evaluated by teachers. In 
TeachCenter, the "File Exchange" component has several parameters, therefore, an ability to create 
new folders may be granted to students, or be available only for teachers. Textual files (for example, in 
Portable Document Format) may be embedded to facilitate online reading or be presented as an 
internet link. Advanced import and export facilities allow downloading fragments of the whole tree 
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along with comments to facilitate offline working with the documents. Similarly, folders may be 
synchronized with cloud services to simplify contributing files into the LMS and provide an access to 
the files via a cloud service. 

2.6 "Course Diary" scenario 
This training scenario is based on a schedule of learning actions defined by a teacher. A learning 
action may be: uploading a file, answering a question, passing a short online test etc. A single 
schedule of actions is shared by students, and each student has her own sequence of performed 
actions, i.e. own memory space that is not accessible for other students. 

Teachers may see actions performed by each student, and have sophisticated export facilities that 
allow the download of results for offline processing. 

Each learning action may have a time slot allocated to it that indicates when the action at issue should 
be carried out. 

 
Figure 5. Course Diary 

Thus, a student performs the prescribed actions, and provides a kind of a personal diary for this 
course, consisting of uploaded files, test results, answers to questions, etc. Teachers can comment on 
students' actions and evaluate them. The course diary may be printed out along with comments and 
evaluations, and consequently, be a certificate of the work done by the student. 

3 CONCLUSIONS 
We have described several data uploading scenarios implemented in the modern Learning 
Management System TeachCenter [10] that is widely-used at Graz University of Technology, Austria 
for more than 10 years. We learned from our experience that there is no single data uploading 
scenario that is equally suitable for all university courses. All the scenarios described above are used 
in different courses; there are even courses that utilize two and more different scenarios for different 
assignments. 

We see a practical value of this paper in possible reproduction and further development of the 
scenarios in other LMS. 
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